CELEBRATE YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS and reward yourself with exceptional training, relaxation, and fun at Global Top Achievers 2021.

WILL YOU EARN YOUR SPOT?
Qualify between May 2020 and January 2021.*
CONTEST INFORMATION

QUALIFICATION PERIOD: April 27, 2020-Jan. 24, 2021

HOW MANY WINNERS: 115 Business Centers

COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING:
- Australia
- Belgium
- Canada
- Hong Kong
- Ireland
- Mexico
- Netherlands
- New Zealand
- Puerto Rico
- South Korea
- Spain
- Taiwan
- United Kingdom
- United States

HOW TO EARN A SPOT:
- Be one of the top 115 Leader in Action point-earning businesses during the qualification period.
- or
- Be a 7-Figure Earner who earns points in each of the Leader in Action categories.

NEW LEADER IN ACTION FORMULA
- ALL qualifications are based on the NEW Leader in Action formula that can be found here.
- New formula is based on the 4-4-5 commission calendar.
- Personally Enrolled + 2PET** Enrollments (max 20 points per month) + Personally Enrolled Rank Advancements + Weeks Paid-As

IMPORTANT CONTEST RULES
- Each business MUST score at least one point in each of the four Leader in Action categories for eight out of the nine months of the contest.
- Each business must be a Paid-As Executive for a minimum of eight weeks by the end of the contest period. They do not need to be consecutive.
- To qualify as a 7-Figure Earner:
  - You must earn $750K during the contest period.
  - You must score at least one point in each of the four Leader in Action categories for eight out of nine months.
  - Must be a paid-as Executive for a minimum of eight weeks by the end of the contest period. They do not need to be consecutive.

IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
For the following markets, there is a maximum number of Distributor businesses who can earn a spot and attend.
- Hong Kong and Taiwan: five spots maximum.
- South Korea: five spots maximum.

TRIP DETAILS
- Dates: April 21-25, 2021
- Hotel paid for by Isagenix
  - All incidentals will be covered by the Associate

*All dates are based on the Isagenix 4-4-5 commission calendar. Official qualification dates are April 27, 2020, through Jan. 24, 2021.
**A 2PET represents the two levels of a Member’s Personally Enrolled team.
†For the following markets, there is a maximum number of qualifying Isagenix Independent Associate businesses who can earn a spot and attend: AU, Europe, HK, MX, NZ, and TW.

Recipients must be in good standing with Isagenix at the time of the event to attend and to receive any incentives, i.e., entrance, airfare, and/or hotel accommodations. Recipients who are not in good standing forfeit and waive all rights, incentives, and awards under this contest. Recipients may not receive the cash value or alternate accommodations or awards in lieu of receiving the earned awards/incentives. Any cash received through the Isagenix Team Compensation Plan and promotions and the value of nonmonetary prizes, such as trips and gifts, may be reported as taxable income. Please consult with your tax professional to ensure income is properly reported. Recipients and their guests, if any, may be required to execute a separate acceptance of the award and a waiver and release of liability. Additional terms and conditions apply. See IsagenixBusiness.com for full details.
ZIJA PARTICIPATION
We’re excited to welcome our Zija leaders to the global Isagenix family. As this contest is for everyone in Isagenix, all of our global Zija leaders have the opportunity to earn their spot at Global Top Achievers. Global Zija Distributors can earn one of 20 total spots by following the same Leader in Action formula, BUT the contest for Zija will not begin until the full integration with Isagenix is complete.

ZIJA CONTEST INFORMATION
QUALIFICATION PERIOD: June 29, 2020–Jan. 24, 2021
HOW MANY WINNERS: 20 Business Centers
COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING:* Australia Austria Belgium Canada Canary Island Denmark Finland Japan Mexico Netherlands New Zealand Norway Poland Portugal Puerto Rico South Korea Spain Sweden Switzerland Taiwan United Kingdom United States

HOW TO EARN A SPOT:
• Be one of the top 20 Leader in Action point-earning businesses during the qualification period.
  or
• Be a 7-Figure Earner who earns points in each of the Leader in Action categories.

ZIJA IMPORTANT CONTEST RULES
• Each business MUST score at least one point in each of the four Leader in Action categories for eight out of the nine months of the contest.
• Each business must be a Paid-As Executive for a minimum of eight weeks by the end of the contest period. They do not need to be consecutive.
• To qualify as a 7-Figure Earner:
  • You must earn $580K during the Zija contest period.
  • You must score at least one point in each of the four Leader in Action categories for six out of seven months.
  • Must be Paid-As Executive for a minimum of eight weeks by the end of the contest period. They do not need to be consecutive.
• The 20 Zija global spots are independent from the spots that can generally be earned through the Global Top Achievers incentive.

IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
For the following markets, there is a maximum number of Distributor businesses who can earn a spot and attend.
• Hong Kong and Taiwan: two spots maximum.
• South Korea: two spots maximum.

*Tribal statements, including the list of countries participating, are subject to change. Please visit IsagenixBusiness.com for the most current information.

TRIP DETAILS
• Dates: April 21–25, 2021
• Hotel paid for by Isagenix
  • All incidentals will be covered by the Associate

Zija CONTEST INFORMATION
QUALIFICATION PERIOD: June 29, 2020–Jan. 24, 2021
HOW MANY WINNERS: 20 Business Centers
COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING:* Australia Austria Belgium Canada Canary Island Denmark Finland Japan Mexico Netherlands New Zealand Norway Poland Portugal Puerto Rico South Korea Spain Sweden Switzerland Taiwan United Kingdom United States

HOW TO EARN A SPOT:
• Be one of the top 20 Leader in Action point-earning businesses during the qualification period.
  or
• Be a 7-Figure Earner who earns points in each of the Leader in Action categories.

ZIJA IMPORTANT CONTEST RULES
• Each business MUST score at least one point in each of the four Leader in Action categories for eight out of the nine months of the contest.
• Each business must be a Paid-As Executive for a minimum of eight weeks by the end of the contest period. They do not need to be consecutive.
• To qualify as a 7-Figure Earner:
  • You must earn $580K during the Zija contest period.
  • You must score at least one point in each of the four Leader in Action categories for six out of seven months.
  • Must be Paid-As Executive for a minimum of eight weeks by the end of the contest period. They do not need to be consecutive.
• The 20 Zija global spots are independent from the spots that can generally be earned through the Global Top Achievers incentive.

IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION
For the following markets, there is a maximum number of Distributor businesses who can earn a spot and attend.
• Hong Kong and Taiwan: two spots maximum.
• South Korea: two spots maximum.

*Tribal statements, including the list of countries participating, are subject to change. Please visit IsagenixBusiness.com for the most current information.

TRIP DETAILS
• Dates: April 21–25, 2021
• Hotel paid for by Isagenix
  • All incidentals will be covered by the Associate